AUR21913 - Certificate II Automotive Tyre Service Technology (Light)

This traineeship will apply to tyre fitting of passenger and light commercial vehicles.

Duties will include inspection of tyres to determine preferred repair action, repairing tyres and tubes, selecting tyres and rims for particular vehicles and balancing of tyres and wheels.

**Course Length**
The nominal duration to complete this competency based traineeship is 12 months full time. This duration is proportionately increased for part-time and school-based arrangements. The MTA Institute’s flexible training model takes into account the learner’s skills and knowledge acquired through previous training and experience. This may lead to a reduction in the time required to complete this traineeship.

**Fees and Charges**
In most cases the Queensland Government contributes 75% towards the cost of training and the MTA Institute contributes towards the remaining 25%. Learners are required to pay a minimal co-contribution fee determined by the Government.

**Incentives**
An employer of a trainee may be eligible for Commonwealth incentives. For further information contact Australian Apprenticeship Pathways on 1800 338 022 or go to their website www.aapathways.com.au

**Enrol**
For further information contact one of our friendly team members using the contact details below.

**Course Commencement**
Commencement usually occurs within 28 days of enrolment.

---

**MTA Institute**

**Address** Building 8, 2728 Logan Road, Eight Mile Plains, Qld 4113  
**Postal** PO Box 4530, Eight Mile Plains, Qld 4113  
**Tel** (07) 3722 3000  
**Toll Free** 1800 884 137  
**Email** training@mtai.edu.au  
**Website** mtai.edu.au

---

**Right training.**

**Right place.**

**Right way.**